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Carlby
A Neighbourhood Development Plan
for our Parish
Evidence base appendices and background

Appendices 1 to 4 show the evidence of local consultation and professional support
which provides the basis of the Plan
Later pages give the background of why Carlby set out to prepare a Neighbourhood Development Plan
and how this was approached, involving volunteers from the village. The story is also given of how
Carlby has developed over the years. It includes a reference to the Village Design Statement (approved
by SKDC in 2013) to which developers should have regard in the design of proposals. (The key policies in
the Plan and the VDS should be taken together as direction and guidance on suitable and acceptable
development in the Parish).

Evidence base appendices
1. a. Numerical analysis of the questionnaire returns
b. Further numerical analysis
2. Findings from the community day
3. Policies indicated by villagers’ responses
4. Findings from the Landscape Character Assessment

Background
What is a Neighbourhood Development Plan; and why one for Carlby?
The First Steps
Features of local consultation and involvement
Carlby then and now

Carlby Parish Council July 2017

web site http://parishes.lincolnshire.gov.uk/Carlby/
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Appendix 1
a. Numerical analysis
In February 2017, 424 questionnaires were delivered to 201 dwellings. 114 were returned, a return rate of
26.9% . An analysis of returns in response to the questions asked is:
Recordings of questionnaire returns
Feb-17
Number of questions marked
Subject: actual
%
Question
Additional
Development
Q1
What type of housing would you like to see?
Domestic
14%
33
29%
Low cost starter homes
Housing
8%
18
16%
Social Housing and Housing association homes
Type
20%
47
41%
2-3 bedroom semi-detached homes
19%
43
38%
4 bedroom homes & above
23%
53
46%
Bungalows
16%
38
29%
Self-build homes
Total hits marked 232
Preference of
Q2
15
13%
One large estate
size?
68
60%
A number of small developments
52
46%
Individual released plots
Total hits marked 149
14
12%
Garden infill development
Commercial
Q3
Units
31
27%
Small industrial units. What form would you
47
41%
Day nursery
support
57
50%
Retail outlets or shops
Total hits marked 146
11
10%
Any other
Facilities
Village Hall
Q4
11
10%
Never
How often do you visit
37
32%
once a year
the village hall
34
30%
6 times a year
Total hits marked 113
31
27%
every month
Events/Activities Q5
Additional
facilities

Q6

see comments area

Total hits marked 197

8
36
81
53
19

7%
32%
71%
46%
17%

A new community area
allotments
shop/post office
pub
neighbouring facilities are adequate

Equine value
Q7
Total hits marked 112

88
24

77%
21%

yes
no

Do you value the Equine facilities

112
1

98%
1%

yes
no

Do you value open spaces, stone
walls, large gardens in the village

92
21

81%
18%

yes
no

Do you use the footpaths
around the village

111
1

97%
1%

yes
no

Do you value the uninterrupted
views around the village

66
38

58%
33%
91%
33%
64%
94%
30%

Speed of vehicles through Carlby High Street
Provision of traffic calming through High Street

Environment
Views within
Q8
village
Total hits marked 113
Footpaths use
Q9
Total hits marked
Views across
open countryside
Total hits marked
Safety and
Transport
sum

113
Q10
112
Q11
104

38
73
sum
107
Total hits marked 249
The Village
Q12
Q13

34

High Street junction onto the A6121
Speed restriction limit on A6121
Provision of cycle tracks
see additional comments area
see comments area
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Area

Location

PE9 4EE outlying

Data from Questionnaire returns
Delivered
to: Return
Electorate Dwellings
by Date

Num % of return % of return
% of Elect
Return of Delivery total return living in Parish

18

8

Mid Feb

1

5.6%

0.9%

4.2%

21
Plus 1
14

13th Feb 2017

15

34.9%

13.2%

10.1%

PE9 4NG Farriers Way

43
plus 2
30

15th Feb 2017

5

16.7%

4.4%

7.1%

PE9 4NN Fenton Drive

49

23

16-Feb-17

10

20.4%

8.8%

11.6%

PE9 4LX High Street

88

44

16/02/2017

33

37.5%

28.9%

20.8%

PE9 4LZ Manor Road

64
0
14

31
plus 2
6

13-Feb-17

8

12.5%

7.0%

15.1%

14th Feb 2017

7

50.0%

6.1%

3.3%

83
plus 2
25

39
plus 1
12

15/02/2017

24

28.9%

21.1%

19.6%

14-Feb-17

6

24.0%

5.3%

5.9%

10

3

14/FEB'/2017

5

50.0%

4.4%

2.4%

201

Totals

114

26.9%

Additional 4 Dwellings not registered
Add 2 extra delivered dwellings to stats
Sum Templeman + Fenton 132
62

34

25.8%

29.8%

31.1%

Additional Comments area
Friendly Community Spirit, Rural, Quiet and peaceful
Pub, shop/postoffice
Additional activities, Village hall developments
Road safety, Traffic volume, access
Minamalise development
Highway and footpath maintenance
Open views
Improve bus service

90
50
46
30
16
13
12
11

78.9%
43.9%
40.4%
26.3%
14.0%
11.4%
10.5%
9.6%

21.2%
11.8%
10.8%
7.1%
3.8%
3.1%
2.8%
2.6%

Childrens returns 13 returns representing 21 children
Playing field improvemts especially goals area
Additional activities / Village hall

8
10

PE9 4NB Church street

PE9 4ED Stoney Glen
PE9 4NQ Templeman Dr
PE9 4NA The Avenue
PE9 4NH The Paddocks

Totals
424
Additional electorate
not registered
Add 4 extra deliver copies to stats

Note;

41 bungalows exist in the village being

20.4% of the housing stock
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Appendix 1b - further numerical analysis
Some data points: 424 delivered questionnaires to 201 dwellings with 114 returns being a return rate of 26.9%
The predominant themes in returns to each question:















Q1, 53 hits being 46% of the returning electorate would like to see Bungalows built
Q2, 68 hits being 60% of the returning electorate prefer a number of small developments
Q3, 57 hits being 50% of the returning electorate would support retail outlet or shops
Q4, 37 hits being 32% of the returning electorate visit the village hall once a year
Q5, various activities abound see additional comments area
Q6, 81 hits being 71% of the returning electorate given major development would like to see a shop/post
office.
Q7, 88 hits being 77% of the returning electorate consider the equine facility of value to the character of the
village.
Q8, 112 hits being 98% of the returning electorate consider the village green and large back gardens,
paddocks of value to the character of the village.
Q9,92 hits being 81% of the returning electorate regularly use footpaths around the village.
Q10,111 hits being 97% of the returning electorate consider the uninterrupted views across open countryside
of value.
Q11, 66 hits in total being 58% consider the speed of vehicle through the High St an issue
Q11, 73 hits in total being 64% consider changes are required to the speed and calming of traffic on A6121.
Q12 see additional comments area
Q13 see additional comments area

Additional comments received from the 114 returning electorate: Friendly Community Spirit, Rural, Quiet and peaceful: - 90 electorate being 78.9% which are 21.2% of the Parish
population
Pub, shop/post office: - 50 electorate being 43.9% which are 11.8% of the Parish population
Additional activities, further Village hall developments: - 46 electorate being 40.4% which are 10.8% of the Parish
population
Road safety, Traffic volume, access: - 30 electorate being 26.3% which are 7.1% of the Parish.
Minimalise development: - 16 electorate being 14.0% which are 3.8% of the Parish.
Highway and footpath maintenance: - 13 electorate being 11.4% which are 3.1% of the Parish.
Open views important: - 12 electorate being 10.5% which are 2.8% of the Parish.
Improve bus service: - 11 electorate being 9.6% which are 2.6% of the Parish
Children’s returns: - 13 returns representing 21 children
Playing field improvements especially goals area : - 8 comments
Additional activities for children / Village hall: - 10
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Appendix 2
Findings from the Community Day
A community day was held on the playing field on 10 June 2017. This was
arranged by local organizations (the Playing Field Committee, the Bowls
Club, the Parish Council, St. Stephen’s church, Carlby WI) and was well
attended. The cost was in part met by the ‘Locality’ grant.
The Parish Council set up a display on the stages reached in preparing the
Plan, with the background of planning applications made in the past
several years. These had been refused as not being in keeping with the
Core Strategy. Those attending the display were reminded of the questionnaire results and the likelihood
that development would come to Carlby as part of the general need for more housing.
Four areas where applications had been made in the past were indicated on a map and villagers were
invited to vote on which one of these would be favoured as the site for ‘suitable and acceptable’
development (as defined by the questionnaire returns as limited mixed and small scale development).

The four sites were:
A. a large greenfield site at the western end of the village (application
refused in 1989)
B. a small greenfield site just west of what is now Stoney Glen
(application refused in 1987)
C. a large greenfield site to the east of the village behind what is now
Templeman Drive (previously proposed in 1985)
D. a brownfield site off the A.6121 (application refused in 2015).

The results from the community engagement day were:
101 registered villagers visited the display booth (23.8% of the electoral roll of parishioners) and there were
99 returned preference tickets:
Area D received 82 counts - 81.19% of the total tickets returned
Area C received 12 counts - 11.88%
Area B received 4 counts - 3.96%
Area A received 1 count -

0.99%

There were 2 abstentions - 1.98%
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Appendix 3
Policies indicated by villagers’ responses
Villagers raised other issues as well as development. Below is an assessment of each of the responses to
the questions put to them, as an explanation of and justification for the key policies which the Plan will put
in place, addressing also some of the points which cannot be tackled directly through planning policies.
Q1 Dwelling types
A good spread of dwelling types has been recorded with a request for bungalows being an interesting
unexpected top consideration. This type of building is not favoured by developers based on financial ROIC
of the footprint required to build a sizable bungalow. Most modern larger developments are flushed with
three story dwellings that offer the developer a better return.
Self-builders have previously preferred a bungalow design due to the ease of building and several examples
exist in Carlby.
In the past small two bedroomed bungalows have been built in Carlby, social housing in Manor Road,
private market value to the right side of the Avenue and in High street. These smaller bungalows give a
good opportunity for aging couples to down size into. All of the bungalows in The Avenue have been
extended in some way or another, Manor Road dwellings are basically as they were built. Interestingly 41
bungalows represent 20% of the 201 dwellings of housing stock have been built in the village.
Today Governments have realised that smaller properties are required to give aging couples the viability to
down size, releasing their larger spacious property for new emerging families in a contribution to the so
called ‘housing crisis’
Therefore, a policy to support any sizable development has to allow for a good mix of dwellings yet be
required to have a reasonable number of two to three bedroomed bungalows in its layout.
The Plan policy has to decide and depict what ratio of bungalows and size should be incorporated in the
developers mix. (addressed by key policy D.4.6)
Q2 Size of development
To achieve a number of small developments will require some ingenuity on behalf of the land owner and
developer, but can be underpinned by a policy that requires any large sited development to be split into
smaller segments. Breaking a large site into smaller entities requires the resolve of the number of elements
having to carry amortisation of the infrastructure. Roads, foul water, electric and drainage installations etc.
A NDP cannot control when and what area a landowner sells, However, a sound planning policy and
engagement with the owner and developer on the type and positioning can go a long way to aesthetic
development that has good style giving the impression of smaller developments. There are many good
examples cited. (addressed by key policy D.4)
Q3 Facilities
Day nursery, i.e. could be a small online business linked to a Day nursery that is also selling baby clothes
and maternal items etc. and would be set up and run privately. Potential support for retail outlet or shops
as commercial development. This differentiates from the perceived domestic retail such as the shop post
office as in Ryhall which is covered in Q6
Q6 A shop/post office and pub, to be expected, nice to have! The reality of a public house has to be
dismissed, as of today, it is announced on the national news that 4 traditional pubs a day are closing
throughout the UK. Only large new builds which are actually semi fast food outlets (rapid restaurants
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serving alcohol like the restaurant pub such as the Sugar Mill in Bourne are possibly viable, but be mindful
of the size of car park required to support such a venture not to mention the millions of £s investment).
Inevitability small privately owned shops and village post offices are closing also. All is not lost if the wish
and desire is genuine there are several ways to address the request of a shop but not a pub.
The shop can be considered by a ‘community shop’ managed and run by volunteers, there is a case study
unfolding at Castle Bytham at present, a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) from the land owner for
£125k and gift of associated size of plot which supported 85 dwellings in approved planning permission.
The volunteer Community management have raised grant pledges for a further £140k and need another
£20k at least from community share issues. The organisation called Plunkett and their advisor who
specialise in community shop management believe this is a low estimate and the project will require
further funding as no costings have yet been allocated for start-up stock!
The proposed shop is using a projection of a 3-mile radius for its draw of customers being 1850 heads. A
negative for Carlby is the closeness of Ryhall shop/Post office. The population of Castle Bytham is around
770 however, within a 3-mile radius of the crossroads the population is just under 1900 (2011 census data).
Case studies show that anything over a 1000 customer base should make a community shop viable.
Plunkett state the most successful have been able to expand existing buildings or new build to a decent size
too allow not just retail operations but to act as a community hub and meeting place.
It can be done but the community has to get up and do it no one privately is going to provide this
otherwise
Q7 Equine
An indication that 25% of the Parish electorate appreciate the value of having a close connection to the
equine activities that take place around the village. The policies should provide that existing paddocks and
areas suitable for this use should be maintained as and keep as potential and not developed to protect the
villages equine activities. (addressed by key policy E.0)
Q8 Open spaces
An indication that 25% value the limited open spaces, large gardens and stone walls within the village.
Clearly all policies should be considered to support this. (addressed by key policies V.0 and D.0 )
The NPPF states item 53. Local planning authorities should consider the case for setting out policies to resist
inappropriate development of residential gardens, for example where development would cause harm to
the local area.
SKDC have previously dropped a very good policy written with the collaboration of three adjacent District
councils. Meaning if protection is required in Carlby the CNDP has to specify this and why (addressed by
key policy D.1).
Q9 Footpaths
As a very high proportion of the returning electorate regularly use the surrounding foot paths a policy
should consider to support their maintenance which is currently undertaken by the Parish Council and
reported on at every bimonthly meeting. If work is required, the appropriate body is contacted and made
aware.
Q10 Views
The appreciation of views across open country side from the curtilage of the village are very important
value to a high proportion, especially to the similar proportion of footpath users. Policies to protect these
views from development have to emerge not forgetting the consideration of restricting industrial wind
power generators and improperly placed buildings. (addressed by key policies V.2, V.5)
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Q11 Traffic
Speeding being the highest number of hits 249 from the 114 electorate has many implications
There are two distinctive issues: 1, Speed through the High Street, (which can be supported by the CSW data). This is one of ignoring the
30mph restriction in place especially entering and leaving from and to the west of the village. Speed
bumps throughout the high street are costly, but more importantly will generate noise and disturbance
from traffic use.
Focusing the issue of slowing down the vehicle on entry and departure at the western end of the village has
the greatest gain with the minimum amount of disturbance from noise.
A campaign to Interest LCC Highways in a period of rapidly reducing budgets will be a very difficult task. A
possibility of Parish precept funding might be a solution but will be an expensive project. There are several
potential solutions to designing and building a restriction but this requires more research.
2, The A6121 speed on the A road has been discussed for many years by the Parish Council with LCC
highways. One fundamental issue is that the road is of the National speed limit of 60 mph, with many
surveys undertaken recording that speed and frequency above this restriction is not excessive. Combined
with, this stretch of road (from the Grange farm buildings through to the junction of the Greatford Road)
has not recorded a high frequency of injury induced accidents which would raise the priority within LCC.
The more pertinent issue is of school children and residents crossing the road to and from the Stamford
bound bus stop. Many attempts by individuals and specific committees have failed to engage LCC in this
issue that this stretch of road should have a lower speed limit applied.
A special committee was previously set up but failed to achieve any progress. The new County Councillor
has been made aware.
Traffic issues cannot be addressed directly by the plan but key policies T.0, D.4.7 and D.4.8 seek to ensure
that development does not make the situation worse.
Points raised by the Landscape Character Assessment
The key policies address many of the points and recommendations in the LCA. One recommendation is
specific in suggesting that the core of the village, with some listed buildings and others which have heritage
value as representing old Carlby, should be defined or designated as within a Carlby Area of Townscape
Merit. The Parish Council has previously asked for a conservation area to be declared but the SKDC
conservation officer advised that, in his opinion, the overall quality of the villagescape was not sufficient to
be of ‘special interest’ and therefore not
worthy of official designation as a
Conservation Area.
Given the consultants’ advice, the PC will
consider whether such an informal
designation would be of benefit as giving
protection, in addition to that provided by the
key policies, and deserved recognition to the
historic core of the village. The PC will also
consider applying for Tree Preservation
Orders on some of the trees in the village
which contribute significantly to its rural
heritage and appearance.
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Appendix 4
Landscape Character Assessment (carried out by Elizabeth Bryant CMLI of Allen Pyke
Associates)
Extract of report’s recommendation and conclusions – the full report is available separately:
Conclusions:
The landscape is a valued local resource and that the character of the parish and its setting are
worthy of protection and conservation. Key aspects of the character relate to the open, unspoilt and
rural nature of the parish and the views to and from the village, with the most significant feature
being the church tower and the absence of larger scale built form.
The identified Parish Landscape Character Areas are all of high sensitivity and inappropriate change
would have the potential to result in significant adverse effects.
There are a number of issues which represent potential threats to maintaining the landscape character,
which can be summarised as follows:






Change of land use – Much of the land is in arable agricultural use and if the nature of farming changed,
this could alter the character of the area – for example through the construction of large scale
agricultural buildings or the removal of hedgerows.
Loss of trees and hedgerows – Lack of management or pressure to remove them for agricultural reasons
could present a potential threat of loss of hedgerows. There is also a potential threat to trees,
specifically those susceptible to disease such as Ash, Oak and Horse Chestnut, all of which are present
within the parish.
Loss of key views – Inappropriate development could introduce detracting elements into views towards
St Stephens Church and the wider countryside.
Loss of distinctive features – Distinctive features such as the capstone walls which are typical of the
village should be protected and reflected in any new development.
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Recommendations from the Landscape Character Assessment:
Access to the Countryside
Maintain footpaths by ensuring they are easily identified and accessible year round. Efforts should
be made to ensure signs are located at junctions or changes in direction and that, particularly
where footpaths cross fields in production, a clear and accessible route is maintained.
Consider the option for new rights of way. Where possible new off road routes should be
introduced for the safety and enjoyment of all users. A review of potential new routes could be
undertaken by the Parish Council, involving liaison with landowners and adjacent parishes to
review the use of existing tracks and field margins to create new routes.

Residential and Village Environment
Any new development should respect the style and scale of the existing properties and village. Any
proposed development, including conversions, extensions and new development, should ensure
that the scale of buildings does not compromise the existing characteristics of the village and that
building materials, including boundary treatments (front / side walls, fences etc) are in keeping with
the prevailing materials in the village.
Create a Carlby Area of Townscape Merit (or similar name). Defining and recognising the area in the
village which contains buildings and features of heritage value would not only provide them with
some protection, but also provide a template for any future developments.
The Landscape and Natural Environment
Maintain existing hedgerows, trees and woodland and where possible encourage the planting of
new trees and hedgerows. Where appropriate, the Parish Council should encourage enhancements
to the bio-diversity of the area through the retention of existing vegetation and promotion of new
planting, where possible using seeds / cuttings established from local sources. The responsibility for
implementing this will be largely with private landowners. Remaining vegetated field boundaries
should be protected, and new field hedgerows planted wherever possible.
Maintain the character, setting and views of the parish. The views to and from the rural,
undeveloped landscape have been identified as intrinsic and special aspects of the area. The
character of the landscape and setting of the village is highly valued. Care should be taken to
maintain the character of the landscape, the setting of the village and the quality and nature of the
views. When reviewing planning applications the Parish Council should consider the
appropriateness or otherwise of any proposals which have the potential to result in unacceptable
change to:
 the unspoilt and open nature of the setting of the village and views towards it; and
 views towards St Stephens Church, in particular any buildings or structures, such as, but not
limited to, rooflines, communications masts or floodlights, which would be visible and
change the existing aspect.
These recommendations are addressed by the key policies set out in the Plan to manage future
development in the parish.
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Background

What is a Neighbourhood Development Plan and why one for Carlby?
Communities now have powers to shape development through neighbourhood planning, which is a right
introduced through the Localism Act 2011.
A Neighbourhood Development Plan can set out a vision for an area and planning policies for the use and
development of land. It will form part of the statutory planning framework for the area, and the policies
and proposals contained within the plan will be used in the determination of planning applications.
Alongside the adopted Local Plan, the Neighbourhood Development Plan will therefore be used by the
local planning authority in decision-making.
Carlby Parish Council had produced a Village Design Statement which had been approved on 26 June 2013
by South Kesteven District Council as ‘a material consideration in the determination of planning
applications’. Despite this, when a planning application was submitted (and to which the Parish Council and
villagers objected as it conflicted with the principles in the VDS) the District Council officers maintained that
the VDS carried less weight now that Neighbourhood Plans had been brought in. The Parish Council and
villagers therefore determined (as will be shown below) that this Neighbourhood Development Plan for
Carlby should be drawn up to influence planning decisions now; and which could also have effect within the
new planning policies for South Kesteven which are currently under consideration.
The government-backed initiative for Neighbourhood Plans (see above) was clearly seen as giving
parishioners an opportunity to help formulate policies on the location, type, scale and design of any new
development and help determine what would be acceptable and appropriate in their environment (in this
respect it would be more comprehensive and effective than the VDS). It would set out how they would like
to see the village develop over the next ten to twenty years. It would ensure that local people would have a
stronger influence over the way change and development might take place in their Parish and help to
protect and possibly enhance the features they most value.

The First Steps
The possibility of a neighbourhood plan
for Carlby was raised at the Parish
meeting on 12 May 2016. A show of
hands from the parishioners present (22)
indicated that they were unanimous in a
plan being devised. This was supported
by comments from the District Councillor.
A well-attended meeting (23 villagers)
was held with parishioners in the village
hall on 19 July 2016. The value and
relevance of neighbourhood plans
generally was explained and questions
answered. A vote was taken on whether Carlby should apply to SKDC for a Neighbourhood Development
Plan for the whole parish (a map of the parish is above) and the audience was overwhelmingly in favour. A
submission was accordingly made to SKDC and, after public advertisement, notice of approval of the official
designated area was received on 27 September 2016.
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Subsequent open meetings were held, where at one of these (on 20 September 2016) the SKDC’s adviser
addressed the meeting on the process of preparing a plan; and representatives from Stubton Parish Council
related how they had drawn up their plan. At a following meeting, on 27 October 2016 with 12 villagers in
attendance, volunteers came forward to form a steering group for the first phases of the plan (mainly, the
drafting of a questionnaire to villagers). A roadmap identifying the first elements of the work needed to
prepare the plan and the timings was drawn up. A more detailed timeframe for the stages of preparing and
consulting on the draft plan was agreed. (Both these stage and timing charts can be seen on the village
website). This timeframe foresaw a two-year span from the meeting when villagers first agreed to go for a
plan to it eventually becoming a ‘made’ plan. During this period parishioners would be consulted for their
opinion at least five times.
The timeframe had strong regard to SKDC’s consultation on a revised core strategy and aimed to have the
plan in place in order to contribute meaningfully to it.
The original members of the steering group were:
Richard Clark, Steve Markham, Elaine Allwood, Sarah Cardew, Margaret Hawkins , Melanie Whitehouse and
John Bavister, Parish Councillor, as scribe and adviser.
Other Parish Councillors as advisers and support:
Ian Dair, Roger Easton
The steering group met several times to discuss and recommend to the Parish Council a draft questionnaire
to villagers (who were presented with further information on the progress of the plan at the Christmas
Fayre on 4 December 2016).
The Parish Council approved the questionnaire at their meeting on 17 January 2017 and the questionnaire
was distributed to all electoral residents shortly after.
As summary of all the meetings and consultations is at the end of the plan document.

Features of Local consultation and involvement
At this point the work of the steering group, having designed the questionnaire, passed to the statutory
authority for the plan, the Parish Council (original steering group member Steve Markham was co-opted to
the PC to fill a vacancy). The questionnaire analysis was published on the village website (see appendix 1a)
and the key points arising from it were agreed by the PC, who subsequently met regularly to discuss and
agree upon the key policies which should go in the Plan.
On 10 June 2017, at the Carlby Community Day, villagers were invited to discuss progress on the plan; and
to indicate where in their view suitable and acceptable development could or should not take place in
Carlby, bearing in mind the key values which had been underlined in the questionnaire responses (see
appendix 2).
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Carlby then and now
History and Growth
Carlby has a long history, going back to Domesday and before. It maintained its primary purpose as a
farming community, centred on St. Stephen’s Church, into the 1900s and up to the Second World War. At
the turn of the century, around 75% of the men of Carlby were agricultural labourers or farmers, and nearly
all the women were domestic servants.
The first striking thing, but not in any way surprising, is how small Carlby was then compared with now. On
the census day in 1891, there were 169 people in the village (a few were visitors). In 2011 there were 542,
living in 199 households. In 1891, Carlby had 32 houses. Sixteen of those were cottages, of which four were
empty. The other twelve were occupied mostly by farm labourers and their families; 13 dwellings were
described as ‘lodges’ or farm houses, for the farmers themselves; there was one blacksmith’s shop and one
pub. And the Vicarage.
By complete contrast, Carlby in 2011 had only 5 people working in agriculture i.e. less than 2% of the
village’s employed population compared to the 75% in 1891. There were no blacksmiths or wheelwrights
or ploughboys. Instead there were 52 people in ‘Wholesale and retail trade’. There was an equal number
of people (32) engaged in manufacturing and in education. Next highest came construction (28) and
‘Human Health and Social Work’ (26). Twenty-one were engaged in public administration and defence.
The rest of the working population is spread over every job imaginable (except that there is nobody in
mining and quarrying, the manufacture of paper products, water supply or ‘Activities of Extraterritorial
Organisations’). Carlby had moved from being a self-sufficient village (with butcher, baker, blacksmith,
several publicans and an undertaker) to becoming a pleasant residential base for people working elsewhere
or a haven for retired people. This trend had come to a sharp peak in the mid-1990s with the construction
of new private estates, more than doubling the population. Conversely, it was around this time that the last
of the village’s amenities (shops and pubs) closed down.
Pattern of development
Before the new estates came, Carlby had been growing – but at a steady pace. Around 110 people lived in
the village in 1901. In the 1950s a Council estate brought 40 houses to Manor Road (the first new road in
Carlby for hundreds of years). The 1971 Census gave the village’s population as 228 and further house
building saw the population grow to 244 by 1991. Then came the arrival of the new estates. The population
leapt to 537 by 2001 and the number of houses from 99 in 1991 to 187 ten years later. The map below
shows the main part of the village and roughly when the houses were built. Since the map was prepared
five more houses have been built at Stoney Glen, one in Church Street and three in Manor Road (replacing
SKDC owned garages). This contrasts with how the village looked in the early 1950s, when there were
about 25 houses compared with the 201 now. (This figure includes the cluster of three homes at Grange
Farm but not other houses within the Parish boundary - these are not considered as part of the village
itself).
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Maps of the
Village:
Key:
Red -1990-2004
Yellow1960s-80s
Blue – 1950s
White– pre-1950s

Carlby in the 1950s
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Carlby today
Unusually for a settlement of Carlby’s size, the village has no commercial or business premises
within the village itself (Eastern Farm Implements, Crownfield Motors and Abakus Ltd lie just outside
the village curtilage). There are craftsmen in the village who work from home. This may seem right
for a village but it has its drawbacks. Everything (schooling, medical attention, shopping,
entertainment) has to be found outside Carlby. The focus that a pub or village shop might provide
for the community is missing.
This means that the village has to make the most of the assets that it has. These are ample, in terms
of both the physical and social environment. The latter is fostered by the voluntary organisations
which provide a range of services for age groups (e.g. WI, Gardening Club, Walking Group, Playing
Field, Friendly Club for over 60s), and the Village Hall which was built by villagers themselves in 1986,
replacing the previous wooden structure. This serves as a meeting place for groups and for the
village in general with its regular social evenings. Voluntary effort also led to the creation of the
Playing Field (of which the Parish Council is custodian trustee) and the bowling green.
This community aspect within a rural village atmosphere is one feature of the character of Carlby
which villagers value highly and which they would wish to see sustained or enhanced by or within
any appropriate development (as is shown by the responses to the questionnaire – see the
appendices).

Design guidance: the Carlby Village Design Statement

A Carlby Village Design Statement was approved by SKDC
in 2013. Developers should have regard to this in the
design of proposals.
The full document can be viewed on the village website at

http://parishes.lincolnshire.gov.uk/Carlby/
The key policies in the Plan and the VDS should be taken
together as direction and guidance on suitable and
acceptable development in the Parish.

Carlby Parish Council July 2017
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